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(1) Long-term goal of laboratory and research background
In our laboratory, we explore the method of control of thermal blooming effect of a laser beam
propagating through turbulent atmosphere in Innovative Science and Technology Initiative
for Security, ATLA, Japan. In addition, we promote EUSO (Extreme universe Space
Observatory) project to detect ultra-high energy cosmic rays (~1020eV) and identify the
source objects. Furthermore, we study the cosmic-ray acceleration by wakefield acceleration
on an accreting blackhole.
(2) Current research activities (FY2021) and plan (until Mar. 2025)
①In the framework of Innovative Science and Technology Initiative for Security,”Predictive
adaptive optics for high intensity beam to moving objects at distant place”, we measure
absorption coefficient of atmosphere directly with a thermal blooming chamber. We
conducted a laser beam propagation test in Tanegashima island. The lenses for the wide
field of view telescope were polished to improve the performance The optics was confirmed
that it focused 405nm laser light at the distance of 1900mm as designed and that viewing
angle covered 20 degrees. The focused light will be converted to digital signal by analog-todigital conversion board shown in Figure 2. Fifty boards have been produced and tested so
far and it was found that they worked fine. We are now assembling elementary modules for
photon detection (Figure 3).
②In the JEM-EUSO collaboration, we launched the mini-EUSO telescope with a diameter
of 25 cm to the International space station. It was attached to the UV transparent window
and have been observing the dark side of the Earth in near UV region, for the first time. It
has already provided us many valuable observations of atmospheric discharge phenomena
and meteors, and the results will be published soon.
③We constructed wakefield acceleration theory in the jets of an accreting blockhole and
apply to the microquasars (~10M ⊙）, intermediate BH objects（100~1000M ⊙）nucleus of
Seyfert galaxies (~10M⊙), radio galaxies and blasars (107~109 M⊙), as well as neutrino driven
accretion flow (NDAF) disk around a newly formed blackhole by the merging of two neutron
stars and core collapse of a massive star. The results are well consistent with the observation
of neutrinos and gamma-rays as well as cosmic-rays. Those results will be published soon.

Figure 1：Setup of optics measurement system

Figure 2：Dedicated analog to digital conversion board for 128 channels (left) and the test
bench (right)

Figure 3: Elementary module for photon
detection under assembling
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